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Abstract: The paper presents a redesign of the custom disc-on-disc-type tribometer intended for
the experimental characterization of the friction and wear of automotive dry clutch friction lining.
The redesign is aimed at expanding the operating range at which the machine is not sensitive to
shudder vibrations. This is achieved through a set of hardware and software upgrade measures.
First, the natural frequency of the normal load-generation linear axis of the machine is increased by
enlarging its bending stiffness and reducing the suspended mass. The former is realized by replacing
the single, two-axial force/torque piezoelectric sensor with a set of three three-axial piezoelectric
force sensors, adding a set of stiff linear guides, and reducing the lengths of the cantilevers of lateral
forces acting on the linear axis guide system. The latter is accomplished by reducing the overall
dimensions of the cooling disc and redesigning the thermal insulation components. The shudder
sensitivity resistance is further reduced through individual normal force-readings-based adjustment
of parallelism between friction contact surfaces and the increase in the stiffness of eccentrically
positioned water-cooling pipes. Finally, the stability of the coefficient of friction and, consequently,
the wear process are boosted by adjusting the control routines to minimize the circumferential and/or
radial temperature gradients. These adjustments include the introduction of a clutch lock-up interval
at the end of the clutch closing cycle, a minimum cooling delay inserted between two closing cycles,
and maximum normal force demand of the clutch torque controller. The performance gain of the
upgraded tribometer is demonstrated through a study of the dry clutch friction plate static wear
experimental characterization for a wide range of operating conditions.

Keywords: dry clutch; disc-on-disc tribometer; shudder resistance; friction; wear; characterization;
automotive application

1. Introduction

Dry clutches are traditionally associated with manual transmissions (MT), where
they are a major contributor to cost efficiency and fuel economy [1] at the expense of a
smaller thermal capacity and stability of the coefficient of friction when compared to wet
clutches [2]. The automation of dry clutches brings the combination of cost and energy
efficiency advantages with the driving comfort of traditional automatic transmissions [3],
while mitigating the thermal and friction uncertainty disadvantages through proper con-
trol actions [2]. Hence, dry clutches are considered for various transmission architectures
including clutch-by-wire (i.e., E-clutch) systems [4], automated manual transmissions
(AMT) [5,6], dual clutch transmissions (DCT) [5,6], continuously variable transmission
(CVT) systems [7], as well as different hybrid electric [5,6] and fully electric [8] vehicles.
The development of clutch/transmission control and monitoring strategies requires ac-
curate clutch models, particularly those related to two friction lining material features:
coefficient of friction (COF) [9,10] and wear [11]. Both features are typically experimentally
characterized [9,10] due to their complex physical background. The experimental charac-
terization typically relies on generic pin-on-disc-type machines [12], which are relatively
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inexpensive due to downscaled friction samples and, accordingly, reduced force/torque
and power requirements. However, the geometry of the sliding system significantly differs
from that of a real clutch, which can affect the accuracy, i.e., representativeness of the
characterization results.

Wear relates to various physical processes such as abrasion, which results in the
removal of material from two bodies in dry sliding contact [13]. Dry wear is typically
modeled using the Archard’s law of wear [14], which states that the worn volume Vw is
proportional to the wear rate parameter w that is dominantly affected by the temperature
T [14] and the energy dissipated in the friction interface Edis:

Vw = w(T) Edis → w(T) = Vw/Edis (1)

Additional influential parameters include slip speed [13,15], normal load [13,15], and
travelled distance [16], i.e., closing time.

A fully automated (CNC) disc-on-disc type tribometer, which utilizes the entire dry
clutch friction plate as a sample, was developed in [17] to provide a basis for experimental
characterization of the wear process for a variety of the operating parameters. The charac-
terization results were used for parametrization of a wear rate model [17]. The normal load
influence to wear rate was not initially investigated, partly due to the negligible influence of
the normal force preliminary observed by using a pin-on-disc tribometer [17], and mostly
due to strong shudder vibrations that occurred at mid–high normal load/torque levels.
It is worth mentioning that the shudder excitation is characteristic for many dry clutch
friction materials in specific operating parameter regions, because of the negative friction
force/torque vs. slip speed characteristic, i.e., negative damping coefficient [17,18]. This
paper presents a redesign of the disc-on-disc tribometer machine, which is aimed at sup-
pressing the shudder vibrations and, thus, extending its operating range for comprehensive
wear and friction characterization.

The disc-on-disc tribometer redesign involves the improvement of its mechanical
design and the proper upgrade and adjustment of control routines. The mechanical design
was improved by (i) increasing the bending stiffness of the vertical axis through replace-
ment of the single piezoelectric torque/normal force sensor with a set of three three-axial
piezoelectric force sensors, which also enabled the balancing of normal forces around
the circumference for a regular, plane-parallel friction disc interface; (ii) implementing
a system of stiff linear guides, which reduced the bending torque by reducing the force
cantilevers; and (iii) reducing the mass of the suspended components. The control routines
were adjusted with the goal of mimicking more closely the actual clutch operation through
(iv) maintaining a closed clutch during the cooling phase between two clutch closing cycles,
(v) implementing a minimum cooling delay for regular temperature gradient conditions,
and (vi) implementing a normal force demand upper limit to avoid local thermal instability
during the clutch heat-up periods.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. The initial design of the dry
clutch disc-on-disc tribometer is presented in Section 2. The redesign of the machine is
overviewed in Section 3. Mechanical and control routine adjustments with the goal of
reducing the shudder sensitivity and improving the wear and friction process stability are
described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 presents wear characterization and
modeling results for a wide range of operating parameters to demonstrate the full function-
ality of the redesigned tribometer. The concluding remarks are included in Section 7.

2. Current Tribometer Design
2.1. Design Outline

In the current disc-on-disc tribometer design (see Figure 1), the entire friction plate is
placed on a rotating table driven directly by an electric servomotor. The pressure plate is cut
from the real clutch flywheel and mounted on the tribometer vertical assembly driven by
another electric servomotor via a planetary screw drive. Hence, a single friction surface is
realized, which means that the friction torque is half of that generated on the real clutch for
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the same normal load. Placing the friction plate on the rotating table enables the centrifugal
force to remove the worn particles similarly as in the real clutch, while mounting the
pressure plate on the non-rotating, linear axis simplifies the design of the pressure plate
temperature sensing and water-cooling system. More details on the tribometer mechanical,
measurement, and control system design can be found in [17], while the basic information
is provided in the following subsections.
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Figure 1. Functional schematic of the current disc-on-disc tribometer design (a) and an excerpt from
the technical documentation (b).

2.2. Design of Mechanical Subsystem

As outlined in Section 2.1, the tribometer comprises two servo axes: rotating and
linear ones (see Figure 1). The pressure plate (8) is carried by the vertical axis as a source
of variable normal load. The connection is realized directly through a precise, stiff, and
compact normal force and torque piezoelectric sensor (4), thus, preventing any parallel
(typically friction loss) force/torque transfer paths that would affect the measurement
accuracy. The friction interface temperature is measured by a Pt100 sensor probe installed
into the pressure plate (8) at its effective radius and the axial distance from the friction
contact surface of 4 mm. The vertical axis is driven by a servomotor (1) (2.15 Nm @ 3000
rpm, max. 10 Nm) and a high-ratio screw-drive reducer (2) (1 mm/rev). The friction
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forces generated between the pressure plate (8) and the friction plate (9) act via a cantilever
on the screw drive generating both the torsional and bending torque load. The torque
reaction support system (3) (a linear ball bearing) is incorporated as an integral part of the
vertical servo-axis (Figure 1b), and an additional linear bearing (18) is placed above the
force/torque sensor to prevent transfer of the bending torque loads to the screw drive.

The suspension system (6) of the vertical axis consists of three packages of custom-
designed symmetrical leaf springs (see Section 3.1 below). The water-cooling disc (7) and
the thermal insulation disc (5) are connected to the leaf springs in the middle of the longer
slides of their rectangular frames. This suspension design facilitates a uniform contact
between the sliding surfaces and provides torque transfer towards the normal force/torque
sensor (4).

The rotational axis is based on a high-power servomotor (14) (110 Nm @ 3000 rpm,
max. 270 Nm), which drives the rotating table (10) over a servo coupling (13) and the main
shaft (12). The friction plate (9) is placed on the rotating table. Proper torque transfer from
the main shaft onto the friction plate is achieved over a cut portion of the corresponding
dry clutch transmission input shaft. The excessive heat generated in the friction plate (9)
is prevented from reaching the rotational axis bearing system by means of a water-cooled
rotary table (10) and a thermal-insulation-material-based plate (11). The coolant intake and
outtake ports are designed as custom rotary joints based on dynamic seals. The cooling
fluid transfers the friction-dissipated heat from both vertical axis cooling disc (7) and the
rotary table (10) towards a cooling unit (6 kW of cooling power), where the fluid is cooled
down by a heat exchanger through air cooling. Particles and odor from the tribometer
chamber are removed by utilizing an industrial ventilation system (1100 m3/h) equipped
with adequate filters.

To protect the torque sensor (and overall machine) from shudder vibrations, the
machine can optionally be equipped with a set of four dampers (19) installed between
the cooling disc (7) and the housing (15). The dampers are arranged in two opposing
pairs attached on the opposite side of the cooling disc, which are placed in the horizontal
plane and connected to the housing via rotary joints. The parasitic torque and normal
force transfer paths established via dampers affect the torque measurement accuracy to
some extent. These effects were compensated for through a data post-processing mapping
calibrated based on the correlation of the measured torque for the cases with and without
the installed dampers and the same normal force level for shudder-neutral friction material
(see [17] for details]).

2.3. Design of Control Subsystem

The wear tests are organized to mimic the real manual transmission clutch operation
through clutch closing cycles. Each closing cycle consists of the following phases (Figure 2):
(1) ramping up the slip speed to the target level under idling operation (i.e., without friction
load), (2) lowering the vertical axis, (3) linearly increasing the normal force (interval t1),
(4) maintaining the normal force at the target level Fz2 until the slip speed drops to zero
(interval t2), and (5) lifting up the vertical axis and imposing the cooling delay needed to
control the friction interface temperature at the target level (interval td).

The torque Mz (or normal force Fz), slip speed (ωr), temperature (Td), and closing
time (t2) are accurately controlled via feedback regulators acting through rotational- and
vertical-axis servodrives and the water-cooling system (see Table 1 and time responses
in Figure 2). Apart from imposing a delay (td) between two consecutive clutch closing
cycles, the pressure plate temperature is controlled by varying the cooling pump speed and
manipulating an on/off valve that can bypass the coolant flow around the pressure plate.
The torque control system is realized in a cascade structure comprising a superimposed
integral (I)-type torque controller, an inner proportional (P)-type normal force controller,
and a most-inner proportional-integral (PI) vertical axis motor speed controller. The closing
time is controlled by means of “electrical inertia”, implemented through an integral type
closing time controller, which commands the electric inertia ratio used to calculate the
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rotational axis servomotor torque reference from the measured friction interface torque. A
detailed elaboration on the control system design is given in [17].
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Figure 2. Time responses of slip speed, torque, closing time, and temperature control systems for
the target values: initial slip speed ω0 = 2000 rpm, average torque in closing interval Mz2 = 40 Nm,
closing interval t2 = 5 s, pressure plate temperature reference TdR = 80 ◦C during several closing
cycles (a) including zoom-in detail of single closing cycle (b).

Table 1. Overview of control system design.

Control
Variable Controller Type Commanded Variable Response Time Comment

Torque (Mz) Cascade controller
(three levels)

Vertical axis motor
torque reference

3–5 clutch
closing cycles

I-, P-, and PI-type torque
(Mz); normal force (Fz); and
(slip) speed (ωr) controllers

Slip speed (ωr)
Proportional-integral

(PI) controller
Rotational axis motor

torque reference
Up to 1.5 s (large

signal mode)

Applied only until initial
(slip) speed is achieved

(Phase 1)

Pressure plate
temperature

(Td)—primary control

Nonlinear integral (I)
controller Cooling delay (td)

Up to 10 min (large
signal/heating

up mode)

Apart from temperature
control error,

previous-cycle temperature
fall rate is used as input

Pressure plate
temperature

(Td)—secondary
control

On–off controller
with hysteresis

Pressure plate cooling
valve state and pump

speed reference
N/A

Valve is set off and pump
speed reference is set to
low level if t2 command

falls to its lower limit of 0 s

Closing time (t2) Integral (I) controller Rotational axis motor
torque reference 3–5 closing cycles

Commanded torque is
applied only in closing

interval t2 (Phase 4)
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2.4. Limitations on Stable Machine Operation

Implementation of the pressure plate/cooling disc assembly dampers (Section 2.2)
enabled stable long-term operation of the tribometer in the case of shudder-sensitive
material for a wide range of slip speeds, temperatures, and closing times, and for the torque,
lower than half a rated torque (50 Nm, corresponding to the normal force and contact
pressure in the range [1200, 1700] N and [0.05, 0.07] N/mm2, respectively, depending on
the friction coefficient and for the friction plate active area of 23,046 mm2; [17]). Although
higher values of torque were feasible in some occurrences (Figure 3a,b), the shudder
vibration appearance was frequent in those conditions (Figure 3c,d).
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Figure 3. Examples of stable and unstable operation of tribometer with installed dampers for
shudder-neutral (a,c) and shudder-sensitive friction materials (b,d) under high-torque and high-
speed conditions.

The shudder appearance was usually unstable (Figure 3c,d) and triggered the control
system to shut down the machine to prevent sensor damage. Even if sustained, the
shudder vibrations were supposed to affect the wear process and, consequently, the test
results. Therefore, redesigning the machine that would enable the execution of experiments
for shudder-sensitive materials and full torque range was needed. This goal should be
accomplished without the use of dampers for ultimate measurement precision. Redesigning
is the main objective of this work, and it is presented in Sections 3–5.

2.5. Analysis of Vertical Axis Vibration Model

It has been hypothesized that the link between the axial and torsional vibrations
observed in the torque and normal force signals in Figure 3 relates to the bending of the
vertical axis caused by the non-parallelism between the contact surfaces. Namely, variations
in the normal force around the circumference of the non-parallel surfaces results in the
generation of lateral friction force components, which causes the bending torque on the
vertical axis, including the two-axial (force/torque) sensor. The hypothesis was initially
verified based on the improved vibration suppression performance after introducing the
linear bearing above the two-axial sensor (component (3) in Figure 1; [17]), i.e., stiffening
the vertical axis in the bending direction Since the two-axial sensor does not enable mea-
surement of these individual forces and torques, the following analysis is used to further
support the proposed hypothesis.

A simplified static model of the vertical axis is shown in Figure 4. In the case of
the occurrence of eccentric normal force (Fz), the corresponding eccentric lateral friction
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forces occur, which depends on the eccentric normal force and the coefficient of friction
(µ), i.e., Ft = µ · Fz. The installed two-axial sensor is subjected to the normal force and the
friction torque (Mz) acting on the central axis:

Mz = µFz reff (2)

where reff is the clutch effective radius [17]. Due to the eccentricity of both normal (Fz) and
friction forces (Ft), the two-axial sensor, as well as the entirety of the vertical axis, is also
subjected to the bending moment:

Mb =
√

[(FtH)2 + (FzR)2] (3)
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Figure 4. Simplified model of vertical axis used in shudder-vibration analysis.

The two-axial sensor has a general cylindrical shape and is composed of an outer and
inner protective shell, which encompasses the actual force-sensitive quartz components,
electronics, wiring, and signal connectors. In the absence of information on individual
material properties, the sensor is approximated by a hollow steel shaft with the actual di-
mensions: length L = 60 mm, inner diameter d = 56.4 mm, and outer diameter D = 64.8 mm.
The axial, bending, and torsional stiffness of the simplified-shape components equal

ca = AE/L = 2.80 · 109 N/m; A = π (D2 − d2)/4 = 799.6 · 10−5 m2 (4)

cb = IE/L = 1.29 · 106 Nm/rad; I = π (D4 − d4)/64 = 0.37 · 10−6 m4 (5)

ct = IpG/L = 0.98 · 106 Nm/rad; Ip = π (D4 − d4)/32 = 0.74 · 10−6 m4 (6)

where A is the cross-section surface, I is the bending momentum, and Ip is the polar/torsional
momentum, while E = 210 kN/mm2 and G = 80 kN/mm2 are Youngs bending and torsional
modulus for steel, respectively. The comparison with the two-axial sensor catalogue [19]
shows that the above-determined values of the axial (ca) and torsional stiffnesses (ct) differ
slightly from the declared sensor values. This agreement implies that the determined value
of bending stiffness (cb) should also be an accurate representative of the true sensor value,
which is not declared in [19].
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The bending and torsional stiffness can be recalculated into equivalent axial (ca,eq) and
shear stiffnesses (cs,eq), respectively, for a point positioned at the outer radius of the friction
plate (R = 119.75 mm, [17], Figure 4):

cb = Mb/φb =
√

[(FtH)2 + (FzR)2]/(∆Rb/R) = Fz R
√

[(µH)2 + R2]/∆Rb = ca,eq R
√

[(µH)2 + R2] → ca,eq = 8.39 · 107 N/m (7)

ct = Mt/φt = Ft R/(∆Rt/R) → cs,eq = 6.86 · 107 N/m (8)

where a small-angle assumption sinφ ≈ φ is used, the friction coefficient is set to µ = 0.4 [17].
Both equivalent bending and torsional stiffness values ct,eq and cb,eq are approximately two
orders of magnitude lower compared to the axial stiffness ca. However, it should be
noted that the custom-designed leaf springs are positioned in a serial connection with
the two-axial force sensor. The leaf springs are designed to enable vertical compliance
while maintaining high lateral stiffness, i.e., the overall axial stiffness of the vertical axis
is lower compared to the torsional stiffness. Hence, the relative amplitudes of torsional
vibrations are significantly higher compared to the relative amplitudes of axial vibrations,
as evidenced by the responses of Mz and Fz in Figure 3.

The above analysis implies that the obtained relatively low values of the equivalent
bending stiffness of the two-axial force sensor result in noticeable bending when subjected
to eccentric forces, which may be normal forces due to the non-parallelism of friction
surfaces and/or tangential due to the non-consistent coefficient of friction around the
circumference of the friction plate. This deformation, in turn, results in a further increase in
the non-parallelism and a subsequent further increase in the eccentric forces, thus, forming
a positive feedback path between the axial force/torque and the bending deformation and
ending in strong, even unstable vibrations, as observed in Figure 3b,d.

Based on the presented analysis, it may be concluded that reducing the excitation of
bending vibrations would be beneficial from the standpoint of shudder suppression. This
can be achieved by increasing the sensor bending stiffness and reducing the non-parallelism
of the contact surfaces.

3. Tribometer Redesign
3.1. Redesign Concept

A functional schematic of the redesigned tribometer machine is shown in Figure 5. All
the proposed changes are implemented without changing the key aspects of the original
design. In particular, the cooling disc is still mechanically connected solely to the lower
bell via leaf springs. The lower bell is then connected to the upper bell via the torque/force
measurement system. Thus, all forces occurring in the friction contact are transferred and
measured by the sensor, i.e., a parasitic parallel transfer of force does not exist (note that
the dampers to the housing are not installed anymore).

Based on the analysis of the simplified static model of the tribometer vertical axis
(Section 2), it is concluded that the main source of the vibrations is related to the effect
of two-axial (force/torque) sensor bending, i.e., that the low stiffness of the system in the
lateral plane results in the primary propagation of vibrations in the lateral direction, and
their subsequent transfer to the torsional axis. Therefore, the main emphasis of tribometer
design has been on the increase in lateral stiffness. Decreasing the masses carried by the
two-axial sensor would also be beneficial since the natural frequency of the vertical axis
vibrations would be further increased.

The following redesign measures have been recognized to be beneficial from the
standpoint of lateral stiffness increase:

• Applying three circumferentially equidistantly positioned three-axial piezoelectric
force sensors instead of a single two-axial force/torque sensor positioned in the central
vertical axis;

• Implementing three radially distanced linear guides instead of one placed in the main
axis of the machine;
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• Reducing the bending torque of lateral forces on the linear axis guides and the leaf
springs by reducing the length of the force cantilever through placing the linear guides
and the leaf springs in the same horizontal plane with the friction contact surface
(albeit at a greater radius).

The mass reduction has been achieved through:

• Reduction of the cooling disc radius and thickness at the expense of somewhat lowered
thermal inertia;

• Redesign of the thermal insulation to go from full disc to small pads, which also
increases thermal resistances by means of a small contact surface between the cooling
disc and vertical axis.
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Figure 5. Functional schematic of the redesigned disc-on-disc tribometer machine (a) and cross-
section (b).

The three three-axial sensors (model 9317C by Kistler [20]) are positioned circumferen-
tially and equidistantly, which forms a three-point connection structure. Compared to the
single, central-axis-positioned two-axial sensor, the eccentric normal and/or lateral force
predominantly results in the axial load of the new sensor instead of its bending, while the
torsional load results in linear instead of torsional shear. The axial and shear stiffness of an
individual three-axial sensor equals 8.8 · 108 N/m and 1.9 · 108 N/m, respectively [20], and
the overall axial and shear stiffness for the entire set of sensors is higher by the factor of
three, i.e., ca,set = 2.7 · 109 N/m and cs,set = 5.7 · 108 N/m. When compared with the results
of Equations (7) and (8), it may be concluded that the lateral and torsional stiffness are
increased by the factors of 32 and 8, respectively.
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Fixtures of the linear guides are linked to the mounting of the main rotational axis
bearings. This arrangement minimizes the cantilever length of the lateral forces on the linear
guides when the linear axis reaches its lowest position corresponding to the maximum
normal and, consequently, the maximum lateral forces (unlike large distance from the
contact surface to the single linear bearing for the current design, cf. Figures 1 and 5). In
addition, placing both the main bearings and the linear guide on the same mechanical
components maximizes alignment of the rotational and vertical axes, thus, reducing the
eccentricity of lateral forces and, thus, the shudder excitation.

The leaf springs and the newly installed linear guides are positioned in an alternate
order and as close to the contact surface plane as possible (plane A-A, Figure 5a) in order to
reduce the bending torque of the lateral forces on both the leaf springs and the linear guides.
The three three-axial force sensors are positioned close to the leaf springs to minimize the
deformation of the lower bell and, thus, further increase the stiffness of linear axis. The
upper bell is connected to the source of the normal force and to the linear guides, which act
as a torque reaction support.

The overall dimensions and mass of the cooling disc are reduced by approximately
35% compared to the original solution. The radius and thickness of the actual cooling
disc are reduced to enable positioning of the leaf springs and the linear guides within the
same housing, thus, resulting in the reduction of mass by approximately 10%. Most of the
mass reduction relates to removal of the additional steel plate and thermal insulation disc
on top of the cooling disc assembly. Instead, small thermal insulation pads are placed as
connectors between the cooling disc and the leaf spring, which are now positioned at the
side of the cooling disc (see Figure 5a). The mass of the cooling disc section between the
friction contacts and the thermal insulation remains almost the same, thus, preserving the
thermal mass of the cooling disc for favorable thermal/cooling properties.

Three temperature sensors are placed in the pressure plate at equidistant circum-
ferential positions to enable insight into temperature distribution in the circumferential
direction. The temperature sensors are placed at the locations coinciding with the linear
guides because these positions facilitate the safe guiding of temperature sensor wires.

3.2. Redesign of Mechanical Components

A detailed drawing of the redesigned mechanical subsystem is shown in Figure 6a,
with the corresponding photographs given in Figure 6b,c. The solution is placed within
the existing housing. A majority of the vertical axis is redesigned in accordance with the
concept elaborated in Section 3.1, with only the leaf springs and the linear axis servomotor
assembly transferred from the original design The vertical axis linear guides are placed
around the rotary table and protected from wear particle debris by means of a rubber
shielding. The rotation axis remains mostly unaltered except for the addition of the linear
guide fixtures.
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Figure 6. Excerpt from technical documentation of the redesigned vertical axis subsystem (a) and
photographs of the related assembled portion of the redesigned vertical axis subsystem (b,c).

3.3. Normal Force and Torque Measurement System

The total normal force to the friction plate (Fz) is determined as the sum of normal
forces measured by the individual three-axial force sensors (Fz1, Fz2, Fz3; Figure 6b), i.e.,

Fz = Fz1 + Fz2 + Fz3 (9)

The friction torque (Mz) is reconstructed as the sum of tangential forces measured by
the three-axial force sensors (Fy1, Fy2, Fy3; Figure 6b) multiplied by the radius at which the
sensors are placed from the main vertical axis (rfs):

Mz = (Fy1 + Fy2 + Fy3) rfs (10)

The sensors also measure the radial forces (Fx1, Fx2, Fx3; Figure 6b). Since the ra-
dial forces do not contribute to either normal force or torque, they are not used in the
reconstruction of measurement signals.

The three-axial force sensors were factory calibrated. Nevertheless, the overall sens-
ing system was verified with respect to the previously used, compact two-axial normal
force/torque sensor. The verification was conducted by placing the three-axial sensor
system assembly and the existing two-axial sensor onto a manual press test rig (Figure 7a).
Figure 7b,c show the comparison between the normal force and torque readings obtained
by using the two sensor systems. The relative difference between the two measurement sys-
tems is lower than 1% of the full-scale output (4700 N and 105 Nm). Hence, the redesigned
sensor system was confirmed to operate as intended.
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normal force (b) and torque readings (c).

The pressure plate temperature (Td) is obtained as the average values of individual
temperature sensor readings (Td1, Td2, Td3):

Td = (Td1 + Td2 + Td3)/3 (11)

4. Mechanical Adjustments

As a part of the tribometer redesign outlined in Section 3, the following mechanical
adjustments were carried out: (i) adjustments of parallelism between the rotary table and
the pressure plate, (ii) increase in stiffness of the cooling fluid pipelines, and (iii) decreasing
the leaf spring stiffness.

4.1. Adjustments of Parallelism between Rotary Table and Pressure Plate

The rotary table-to-pressure plate parallelism was achieved by equalizing the normal
force/pressure around the circumference of the friction plane. This is feasible for the
redesigned tribometer since it provides the measurement of the individual circumferential
normal forces (Figure 8b). Based on the analysis presented in Section 2, achieving the
parallelism of friction surfaces is one of the key measures towards suppressing the shudder
vibrations, because (i) the eccentric normal force and, thus, the eccentric lateral forces and
the bending torque would be minimized, and (ii) the hot spots in the friction interface
would be suppressed, thus, minimizing the variation in friction coefficient and generation
of the corresponding lateral forces. The latter is also beneficial from the perspective of
achieving regular, uniform wear conditions.

The first step of adjustments in the rotary table–pressure plate parallelism relates
to achieving orthogonality between the main axis of the rotary table and its top surface.
Oscillations in the axial position of the top surface of the manually rotated table were
measured by the dial comparator (Figure 8a). The adjustments were conducted by placing
thin sheets of aluminum between the rotational table and the main shaft on the lowest-peak
measured point. It resulted in reducing the initial oscillations for the assembled rotary
table from ±70 µm to ±30 µm. Note that this step was conducted before assembling the
vertical axis.
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The second step of adjustment relates to the rotary table–pressure plate parallelism
itself. Initially, the goal was to make the rotary table–pressure plate distance uniform
around the circumference. A dial caliper was, thus, used to measure the distances at three
equidistant points around the circumference. The observed differences were reduced by
inserting aluminum sheets at the contact of leaf springs towards the lower bell.

After assembling the redesigned and initially adjusted tribometer, a noticeable differ-
ence in the measured individual normal forces around the circumference was observed
(Figure 9a). Furthermore, a noticeable shudder for the medium values of the initial slip
speed and the torque level of 50 Nm (a half of clutch nominal torque) occurred for the
shudder-sensitive material (Figure 9b). Therefore, the final, third step of the parallelism ad-
justment was conducted with the goal of equalizing the measured individual normal forces
(Figure 9c) by adding additional aluminum sheets at the leaf spring point corresponding to
minimum normal force. This resulted in diminishing shudder, as evidenced in Figure 9d
and by audible inspection.

4.2. Increase in Stiffness of Cooling Fluid Pipelines

For higher initial slip speed and the same torque level of 50 Nm, shudder vibrations
still occurred frequently and with substantial amplitudes (Figure 10a). It was noticed that
vibrations were typically diminishing audibly in the cases when the target temperature
would be reached and, thus, the cooling activated (by switching the valve to enable the
coolant flow through the cooling disc, Table 1). It was reasoned that the increase in cooling
fluid pressure following the valve opening made the cooling pipes stiffer, which resulted in
the overall higher shudder resistance. To permanently increase the stiffness of pipelines
and, thus, suppress their vibration and mitigate shudder, a plate was added to connect
the intake and outtake pipelines one to the other (see Figure 8c). This simple intervention
significantly suppressed the shudder vibrations, as evidenced by the comparative responses
in Figure 10.
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4.3. Reduction in Leaf Spring Stiffness

For high levels of torque (closer to the nominal value of 100 Nm) and high initial
slip speed (2800 rpm), the shudder effect still occurred sporadically. It was observed that
in addition to shudder occurrence, a significant (approx. 30%) decrease in the closing
cycle-average coefficient of friction (COF) was observed at the high torque/normal force
levels when compared to the medium torque/normal force levels (75 Nm vs. 50 Nm; cf.
magenta crosses and red circles in Figure 11a).

The results in Figure 11a suggest that the COF drop occurs in the region of normal
forces higher than 2000 N, which correlates with the region of high stiffness of the friction
plate wave spring (Figure 11b, [17]), as the main source of the overall clutch axial com-
pliance. The role of the wave spring is to increase the uniformity of the friction contact
pressure distribution during the clutch engagement until the clutch is locked under the
high normal forces [21]. Thus, it has been reasoned that in the high normal force region,
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the non-uniformity of the surface pressure occurs and affects the friction plate–pressure
plate parallelism. Unlike the non-uniformity in the axial position of the rotary table over
the circumference, which was successfully suppressed by the interventions described in
Section 4.1, in this case, it apparently occurred in radial direction due to bending deforma-
tion of the cooling disc and the upper/lower bell under high normal load. Consequently,
the friction contact surface became greatly reduced, thus, resulting in the COF drop under
significantly higher local pressure and expectedly unrealistic wear conditions.
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Figure 11. Closing cycle-average COF vs. normal force for two torque levels, initial slip speed
of 2800 rpm and two leaf spring stiffness values (a), and friction plate wave spring stress–strain
characteristic (b).

It can be expected that the reduction in the leaf spring stiffness could compensate
for the loss of wave spring compliance at the high normal force levels and, thus, improve
the COF stability. On the other hand, this measure would result in lowering the natural
frequency of the cooling disc assembly, thus, counteracting the effect of improving the
parallelism to shudder resistance to some extent. Moreover, the possibility of leaf spring
stiffness reduction is limited by the material (leaf) stress limits. As a trade-off of the
above requirements, the leaf stiffness was reduced by introducing thinner leaves while
maintaining their number. This approach was conceived to be better than only reducing
the number of leaves, because it avoids reducing the level of vibration damping produced
by friction between the leaves. Figure 11a shows that the reduction in leaf spring stiffness
results in regular (unreduced) COF values in both high- and low-normal force regions (cf.
green triangles and blue pluses).

After the full set of mechanical adjustment measures was implemented, the stable
operation of the tribometer with a largely suppressed shudder was observed for high
torque/power conditions, as demonstrated by the response shown in Figure 12. It is worth
mentioning that the results presented in Figure 12 relate to a relatively small number of
closing cycles and that a noticeable level of shudder vibrations is still present. This may
indicate that the uniformity of friction contact is still not fully established. Furthermore, the
remaining contact pressure and temperature non-uniformity may accumulate over many
closing cycles and consequently affect the wear process consistency. Therefore, additional
measures related to control routines were taken, as elaborated in the next section.
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5. Control System Adjustments

The control routine adjustments include implementation of the following measures:
(i) locking the clutch during the cooling delay interval, (ii) realizing a non-zero lower
cooling delay limit, and (iii) realizing an upper normal force demand limit. These measures
have been motivated by an experimental analysis of wear and COF stability under the high
torque/power conditions and long-term tests associated with wear characterization.

5.1. Initial Wear Characterization Experiments at High Torque/Power Level

After confirming the stable tribometer operation for the full operating range as the
consequence of mechanical adjustments (Section 4), the next step was to record the initial
wear characterization experiments at high torque/power levels to verify both the long-term
stability of machine operation and the stability of the wear process. The wear character-
ization experiments were initially conducted for the mid torque/high speed operating
parameter set (50 Nm, 2800 rpm, resulting in 0.05 to 0.07 N/mm2 of surface pressure),
which was regularly used in the run-in phase of wear tests in [17]. After the expected
stabilized wear rate (and COF) value was confirmed (see the initial part of the response
given in red in Figure 13), the characterization was performed at the higher torque level of
75 Nm (corresponding to the contact pressure range [0.075, 0.105] N/mm2). The observed
wear rate increased by a factor of approximately 7 (mid part of response given in red in
Figure 13). At the same time, the (average) COF significantly dropped. After the torque
level was lowered back to the medium level, the wear rate dropped to the previously seen,
expected value and the COF lifted to its regular values. The observed values of both wear
rate and COF at the high torque level are deemed to be unrealistic for the given temperature
level based on real clutch experience and test results. The effect is apparently connected
with non-realistic contact conditions at high torque/power levels. The restoration of the
regular values after switching back to the medium torque level indicates that the observed
effect does not permanently change the friction material properties.

The significant drop in COF and the corresponding substantial increase in wear rate
typically occur during fading conditions, which are linked to high temperatures (300 ◦C
in [22] or even above 450 ◦C according to [23], depending on friction material). The temper-
ature level used in the characterization experiment in Figure 13 equals 0.7 Td,high, where
Td,high denotes the maximum temperature expected during regular clutch exploitation
and is used in [24] as a basis for test-result normalization. It is worth mentioning that
the fading effect for the given friction material was detected at the temperature level of
1.8 Td,high [24]. Therefore, it was reasoned, based on the connection between COF and
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the leaf spring stiffness observed in Figure 11a, that the remaining friction plate–pressure
plate non-parallelism under the rush conditions of numerous consecutive high-power
closing cycles may result in the local high-pressure regions, i.e., local high temperatures
and corresponding local fading-like effects, which are non-detectable by the corresponding
measurement equipment. Under the circumstances of exhausted mechanical adjustment
measures, the control routines were further adjusted in order to make the thermal condi-
tions more uniform over the whole friction surface area, thus, avoiding the friction surfaces
non-parallelism under severe dynamic conditions and the corresponding local fading-like
effects (see next subsections).
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Figure 13. Illustration of the fading-like effect on wear rate (a) and coefficient of friction (b) occurring
during high-power wear characterization experiments (red plots) and its mitigation by keeping the
clutch locked during cooling delay interval (blue plots).

5.2. Implementation of Clutch Locking during Cooling Delay Interval

The initial tribometer design was such that the vertical axis was lifted up after the
active phase t2 [17], i.e., the clutch was kept open until the next closing cycle (i.e., during the
cooling delay interval) to facilitate the pressure plate cooling (see response of normal load
Fz in Figure 2). However, the real dry clutches, e.g., those of manual and automated manual
transmissions, are normally closed, i.e., they stay closed when not being engaged. It was
anticipated that the temperature distribution and the corresponding thermal expansion of
friction material would be more equally distributed for a normally closed clutch. Thus, the
control routines have been modified to keep the clutch closed (locked) during the clutch
cooling interval and open it only immediately before a new closing cycle starts, i.e., before
the slip speed is to be lifted to its initial value.

The comparative responses shown in Figure 13 indicate that the peak wear rate values
are somewhat lower/narrower and COF higher under the high torque/power conditions
when the control routines are adjusted for keeping the clutch locked during the cooling
interval. It has been, thus, concluded that the control adjustment has positive influence and
represents a part of the overall tribometer redesign. However, the obtained results are still
non-consistent, thus, calling for the additional control adjustment measures described in
the Sections 5.3 and 5.4
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5.3. Implementation of Non-Zero Lower Cooling Delay Limit

The cooling delay td is used as the main commanded signal of the temperature feed-
back controller (see Table 1). When the average temperature within a clutch closing cycle is
lower than the target level, the temperature controller tends to set the cooling delay to zero
to speed up the heating process and lower the temperature control error.

It has been noticed that the COF drops (Figure 14, blue dots) correlate with instances
in which the cooling delay is set to zero (Figure 14, red dots). It is hypothesized that
running the high-power closing cycles without any cooling delay (typically during the long
warm up periods) results in non-uniform temperature distribution in the friction surface,
i.e., the appearance of hot spots that can cause local fading-like effects. The temperature
distribution becomes more uniform once the cooling delay is applied upon achieving the
target temperature, thus, resulting in the restoration of COF (see the response sections
immediately after n = 0 and n = 200 in Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Illustration of the effect of imposing a non-zero minimum cooling delay for n ≥ 200 on
stability of COF (averaged over the active closing phase t2).

Based on the above hypothesis, the control routine was adjusted to impose a minimum
cooling delay larger than zero, where the value of the lower cooling delay limit is set
dependent on the operating point parameters (higher value for higher power; [24]). The
second part of the response shown in Figure 14 (n ≥ 200), which corresponds to the
application of a lower cooling delay of 7 s, points to a significantly more stable (stiffer)
COF response compared to that of the original, unconstrained case (n < 200). It is worth
mentioning that applying the non-zero minimum cooling delay prolongs the total closing
cycle duration and, thus, the wear test duration. However, as the effect is predominantly
connected with the initial heating (warm-up) phase, the overall duration of wear tests was
found to be increased by only 5 to 10% compared to the original tests from [17].

5.4. Implementation of Upper Normal Force Demand Limit

The torque feedback controller manipulates the normal force to keep the torque at
the target level. During the transient of torque Mz (see the interval 1700 < n < 1900 in
Figure 15), the commanded normal force Fz can reach very high values (4000 N in Figure 15,
i.e., 0.17 N/mm2). Based on the mechanisms described in Section 5.1, this causes a fading-
like drop in COF (blue dots in Figure 15), thus, leading to a loss of torque capacity (see
Equation (2) and a further increase in Fz. In this way, a positive feedback path is established
through the torque controller, which destabilizes the COF and, consequently, wear process.
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Figure 15. Illustration of the effect of imposing a maximum normal force on the stability of COF
(averaged over the active closing phase t2).

To avoid the above-described transient destabilization effect, an upper limit on the
torque controller-generated normal force demand is introduced. The second half of the
response in Figure 15 confirms that this simple intervention stabilizes the COF response.
It should be noted that the limit has to be high enough to enable the system to achieve
the target torque level. For low-to-medium torque levels (up to 50 Nm), the maximum
normal force is set to 2 kN (i.e., 0.09 N/mm2), which gives the torque controller ample
flexibility for precise torque control even for low COF values. For high torque levels, the
maximum normal force is set to 2.4 kN, (i.e., 0.1 N/mm2) as a good compromise between
COF stability and torque control authority.

6. Wear Characterization Results

The initially designed disc-on-disc tribometer was successfully used in [17] to investi-
gate the influence of temperature, slip speed, and closing time on the wear rate, while a
single torque level of 50 Nm was considered. The tribometer redesign has facilitated and
investigation of the influence of all the four inputs in a wide range of their variation, which
is demonstrated in the Sections 6.1–6.3 through the full set of wear rate characterization
results. A sample of wear-rate modeling results is presented, as well.

6.1. Organization of Experiments

Three main groups of wear characterization experiments were conducted (Figure 16).
The first group (blue in Figure 16) includes 81 experiments (i.e., operating points), organized
in the way that there are three levels of each of the four inputs, which span over the target
operating range. The second group (red) contains 20 operating points, which are placed
within the range of the first group points based on the criterion to be as far away from them
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as possible while avoiding the orthogonal distribution used for the first group. The third
group (green) includes 20 points placed close to the edges of the feasible operating range.
The first and third groups of points are used for model parameterization, while the second
group is employed for model validation.
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Figure 16. Illustration of the design of experiments.

For each new friction plate involved in the tests, a run-in phase of experiments is first
recorded for a single operating point (ω0 = 2800 rpm, Mz2 = 50 Nm, t2 = 3.4 s, TdR = 170 ◦C).
In this phase, the wear rate stabilizes from the initially high values (see filled magenta points
in Figure 17 and [17]). Once the friction lining is close to being worn out, a set of run-out
experiments (blue circles in Figure 17) is recorded for the same operating point as with the
run-in experiments. The run-out results are used to compensate for the friction plate piece-
to-piece wear-rate variation [17]. The wear characterization experiments were recorded
between the run-in and run-out phases (red squares in Figure 17). In total, 14 friction plates
were worn out to record all 121 experiments denoted in Figure 16.
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Based on Equation (1), the wear rate is calculated from the difference in volume Vw,
obtained from the difference in mass before and after the wear characterization experiment,
and the energy dissipated during the experiment Edis [17]. According to the procedure
described in [17], the experiment duration is determined by the condition that the mass
difference is of at least 0.3 g and that at least 750 recorded clutch closing cycles are made.
Since the friction material is hydroscopic [17], the moisture content can affect the friction
material mass difference sensing and, thus, the wear-rate measurement accuracy. To
suppress the moisture effect, the examined friction plate was being stored overnight in a
sealed container with a silica gel and dried in an electric oven for 1 h at 100 ◦C at the start of
each workday. Furthermore, based on the recommendations gained in [24], the following
additional measures were applied: (i) all experiments conducted on a single friction plate
correspond to a single temperature level; (ii) prior to recording the first characterization
experiment (i.e., after the oven drying), a one-hour preparatory experiment is carried out at
the target temperature level to heat up the machine and thermally precondition the friction
plate (other inputs are set to their run-in values); and (iii) the first weight difference in
the workday is determined from the weight measurements recorded after the preparatory
experiment and the subsequent wear characterization experiment (empty magenta circles
in Figure 17).

6.2. Wear Rate Characterization Results

Figure 18 shows the 1D plots correlating to the wear rate and the individual model
inputs for characterization (red) and extrapolation points (blue; 101 points in total). The
same plots show the low-order polynomial fit lines (dashed black lines). Evidently, the
clutch interface temperature has the most dominant influence on the wear rate (Figure 18a),
which is captured by the standard wear model (1). The second most-influential input is the
initial slip speed (Figure 18b). Although the plots with respect to two remaining inputs
(clutch torque and closing time; Figure 18c,d) appear to be relatively flat, these inputs
may have considerable influence to wear rate when combined with another parameter
(i.e., when a multi-dimensional plot is considered, Section 6.3).
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and extrapolation points from Figure 16.
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Figure 19 shows the wear rate plots in the dependence of surrogate dissipated power
Mz2

2ω0 for different temperatures. The wear rate points group well around the interpola-
tion curves (particularly for low wear rates, i.e., low temperatures), thus, meaning that the
surrogate power may be used as a lumped model input instead of two individual inputs.
This reduces the model dimensionality from four to three inputs and allows for the use of
the ultimate best subset method of cubic model parameterization (Section 6.3).
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6.3. Model with Surrogate Power as Input

The considered three-input full cubic model is described by the following expression [25]:

yˆ = β0 + β1 x1 + β2 x2 + β3 x3 + β12 x1 x2 + β13 x1 x3 + β23 x2 x3 + β11 x1
2 + β22 x2

2

+ β33 x3
2 + β123 x1 x2 x3 + β112 x1

2 x2 + β113 x1
2 x3 + β122 x1 x2

2 + β133 x1 x3
2

+ β223 x2
2 x3 + β233 x2 x3

2 + β111 x1
3 + β222 x2

3 + β333 x3
3

(12)

where yˆ is the normalized model-predicted wear rate; x1, x2, and x3 are normalized
inputs (clutch temperature, surrogate power, and closing time); and β(.) are the model
parameters. The model contains 20 terms including the intercept β0, meaning that the
maximum number of parameters (i.e., degrees of freedom, DOF) is 20. Since the model
is linear in parameters, the parameters can be determined by using the standard least-
square method [25]. By setting some of the parameters to zero, the model order is reduced
for simpler implementation and potentially lower sensitivity to data not used in model
parameterization (training). There are 220 − 1 = 1,048,575 submodels of reduced order
depending on which parameters are set to zero. The best subset method identifies the
parameters of all the submodels by using the least square method and selects the one that
has the highest validation index. The validation index used herein is Rt

2, and it is calculated
as the coefficient of determination R2 [25] applied to model residuals that are obtained in
the following way: (i) 1 out of 101 points is excluded from the data set; (ii) the model is
trained on the remaining100 points; (iii) the model residual is calculated for the unseen,
excluded (101th) point; (iv) the procedure is repeated for the other 100 points to be excluded
one by one; and (v) the index Rt

2 is calculated as R2 of the obtained 101 model residuals.
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The surrogate power is defined in the more general form Ms2
p ω0

r when compared
to the initial (rough) form used in Figure 19, where p = 2 and r = 1 held. Before applying
the best subset method, a sequential selection feature method was employed with the
three-input model with varying model coefficients (exponents) p and r to find their optimal
value. The subsequently conducted best subset method resulted in the 15 DOF model. The
simpler 9 DOF model was, however, selected since its Rt

2 = 0.78 was very close to that of
the 15 DOF model. The Rt

2 value of 0.78 means that 78% of the variance in the recorded
wear-rate data can be explained by the model, which is deemed to be good accuracy when
considering the complexity and uncertainty of the wear-rate process, particularly for the
wide range of operating points (including the high power/wear points of the extrapolation
group; red in Figure 16).

The model response surface is shown in Figure 20a together with the individual,
recorded wear-rate points. The response surface confirms the dominant influence of
temperature, the second-dominant influence of surrogate power (connected with the initial
slip speed influence in Figure 18), and the least, but still considerable, influence of closing
time. The 2D plot of true vs. model-predicted wear rate, shown in Figure 20b, confirms
a good modeling accuracy not only for categorization and extrapolation points used
for model training but also for unseen interpolation points. The modeling accuracy is
better, i.e., the wear-rate process uncertainty is lower for lower wear rates (e.g., lower
temperatures), which agrees with the preliminary results shown in Figure 19. The good
modeling accuracy is reflected in a very good alignment of the fit (black) and model-
predicted (green) lines in Figure 18.
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Figure 20. Surface response of the 9 DOF wear-rate model along with true wear-rate points (a) and a
true vs. recorded wear-rate plot (b).

7. Conclusions

A redesign of the custom dry clutch lining CNC tribometer is presented with the
aim to extend the shudder-resilient operation to the full operating range (including high
torque/high power operation). The redesign involved a set of measures on both the me-
chanical and control system sides. An analysis of the original tribometer vertical axis
dynamics has pointed out that the main source of compliance of the vertical axis, as a
shudder-vibration root cause, is related to the small lateral stiffness, particularly that of the
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two-axis normal load/torque sensor. Hence, the mechanical system redesign was aimed
at increasing the natural frequency of the vertical axis, which included the following mea-
sures: (i) increase in the lateral stiffness through replacement of the single two-axial sensor
with a set of three three-axial force sensors, (ii) incorporating three radially-distant linear
guides, (iii) reduction in the lengths of cantilevers of the lateral force acting on the linear
guides, and (iv) reduction in the mass of the suspended vertical axis assembly. Furthermore,
mechanical adjustments were conducted to improve the parallelism between the friction
contact surfaces and increase the stiffness of the eccentrically positioned cooling pipes.
Finally, the tribometer control routines were adjusted to make the contact surface heat dis-
tribution more uniform and, thus, reduce the temperature gradients and thermal expansion
non-uniformity. These adjustments included keeping the friction surfaces (i.e., the clutch)
locked during the cooling delay inserted at the end of the closing cycle and imposing a
minimum cooling delay and maximum normal force limits.

The full functionality of the redesigned tribometer machine was demonstrated through
conducting the wear characterization tests in the full range of clutch operating parameters
(the torque, in particular) with no disturbing shudder vibrations excited. This enabled the
collection of the full set of wear characterization data for successful wear-rate modeling
with respect to four input variables (temperature, initial slip speed, torque, and closing
time). To make the model simpler and its parameterization more straightforward through
the best subset method, the torque and initial slip speed inputs were lumped into a lumped,
surrogate power input.

Future publications will be focused on using the recorded wear rate and coefficient
of friction (COF) data for a more comprehensive modeling of wear and COF expecta-
tion and variability, with application to automotive transmissions modeling, monitoring,
and control.
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